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Topic Abstract: 
Evolutionary Computation is a branch of computation that is quite unique.  For one, it is not speci�c 
to any problem or task.  It is a framework for solving generic problems.   This o�ers interesting 
capacities for the design process where we are usually the ones iterating over a design decision in 
order to evaluate its e�ectiveness.  If we could abstract the forces which guide a design decision, then 
we could potentially utilize Evolutionary computation, and speci�cally Genetic Algorithms, to assist us
in �nding optimal solutions given a number of design criteria.

For this to work, we must know the design task very well.  It’s parameters must be well de�ned into 
a ‘solution space’ bound by the ranges of our parameters.  This is a space where good and bad solutions 
exist, and the Evolutionary Solver will search through it to �nd the best solutions.

Assignment Tasks:
Your task is to utilize Evolutionary Computation in your studio projects.  De�ne a design task to abstract, 
de�ne a solution space, and deploy Galapagos, Goat*, or Octopus* to search the solution space for the 
most optimal solutions.  You are to de�ne clearly the parameters and how you are trying to maximize, 
minimize, or reach a certain �tness.  The result of the exercise should be a series of optimized elements 
which can help to drive your studio project forward.  We will also see how to connect Galapagos with Ecotect, 
so this is also an option for those looking to utilize environmental forces as a driver for design.

1. De�ne: De�ne the problem, the variables (genomes), the �tness, and the solution space.  How do you 
prioritize when solving for multiple objectives in a design task?
2. Evolve: Evolve your design task to reach optimal solutions.  Be sure to utilize the matrix technique I 
showed in class in order to track the evolution of your system.
3. Iterate: Show how adding objectives to your design task might change the results of the optimization.
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